
What’s Your Mobile Story?
Let’s Be Directors

iPod Movie Making

Directions:  Complete the story using at least SIX vocabulary terms.  Fill in the all 
blanks  and the blanks need to be filled in with SCHOOL APPROPRIATE 
material.  You may need to fill in with a phrase or just a single word.  Once you 
have completed the story, you will need to use the Camera and Camera+ apps to 
take photos and short videos telling the story.  You will need to edit the photos with 
Camera+ and Comic Touch apps.  Once the photos are edited, create a 60 second 
movie in iMOve with both edited photos and movie clips.  The final product 
should display creativity and multiple apps should be seen in product.  An extra 
challenge for you...can you use Fotobabble in the work flow process?

WORDS
Android iOs Pixels

Resolution Footprint Jailbreaking

Hackers Cloud Computing Focus

Apps Mobile Devices Zoom

Work Flow Crop

STORY
________________________ (Ex: It was a rainy day at school) about a month ago, 

I was going through __________________.  I was ____________________ when I 

realized that I _______________________.  You have probably had the experience 

before.  I felt ________________, and I knew that soon I would have to 

________________________.  My friend ____________ had called me the 

previous day, and told me all about ___________________’s problem with 

_______________, and I was a little worried about _______________.  Then, all 

of a sudden, I saw ___________________ what I realized was 
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___________________, and right then I _________________________!  I 

remembered what _____________________ had told me about a situation like 

this.  It was very important that I not ________________.  Very calmly, I 

______________________ and __________________________.  Before I knew 

it, ________________________ , and I ________________________.  So you see, 

I really __________________, and I decided I just had to tell you all about it.

SCORING:
Story Completion    _____/10  
Photos Edited   _____/10 
Sounds     _____/10
Photos Convey Story   _____/10 
iMovie Created    _____/10        
Multiple Apps    _____/20
21st Century Skills    _____/10
Vocabulary Used   _____/10 
Story Emailed to Instructor  _____/10    

   Total   _____/100 
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